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Yggdasill - IDAD

The World Tree - Also Known as the Yew

This “Bridge Tree” was presented to me within a day after our New Moon of Alder. I
pondered about this presentation being so early. “This is the second time this year that WomanSpirit
has presented the lunar wisdom much ahead of its time. Is the Universe trying to tell me/us
something?” In truth, I believe IT is. I think it is something each of us should ponder. What is it
telling us individually and as a collective humanity? It is as though “time is pushing or moving
faster.” What, therefore, is the message within us? “Wake up! Pay Attention! Life is ours to
Create! Here are the Tools! Use them!” What do you hear? What tools do you have? How are you
awakening even more? How are you using the tools?
I began my search of the Yggdasill and the Goddess I heard in the message as well, who is
Freya. She is a “shape shifter.” We are shape shifting quite rapidly, that is for sure....if we have eyes
to see, ears to hear, and intuition to notice, we can see our shape shifting. In my search of the
Yggdasill, I found the Master of the Celts, Odin. Oh my, of course, the Tree Hanger. The Being
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who hung upside down on the World Tree and gained All Wisdom. Some stories say he hung from
the tree for three days; others say nine days. Nine appears more likely, as nine is a sacred number
of the Celts. Three is the number people use to associate him to the story of Christ after he hung
from the cross, died, was buried and arose three days later. Nine has always been the number I have
learned from the training I’ve had with the Bards, Ovates, and Druids. Yet, I’ve also heard he hung
upside down for 40 days. Another sacred number, this one often given to the Hebrew tradition.
Another interesting note is that the Yggdasill Tree is given the Astrological time of April 11 19 . Well, New Moon is April 11th this year and the Sun/Moon will align in Alder. On the 19th at
2:45 p.m. the Sun enters Taurus (Willow). Another “right on” event of this years solar connections
to the lunar messages of bridging that WomanSpirit brings to us. (By the way, the Moon enters
Taurus/Willow at 11:45 a.m. MDT on April 12th.)
th

What are the wisdom teachings of the Yggdasill for us to learn as we cross the bridge? And
we are to notice the aspect of Freya and Odin, the Female and Male components being brought to
our attention.
This is also a Tree that is called the Yew Tree to the Celts of the British Isles. The Norse
mythology teaches more of this tree as the Yggdasill. It is a perfect representation of The Tree of
Life. It is a teacher of the realms of consciousness, particularly the Holy of Holies (The absolute
Divine Consciousness). It is considered the place of the Center of the Cosmos. Of course, its
branches spread far and wide through the heavens while its roots, three of which are mostly noted,
extend in to the Well of Ur4arbrunnr (the Well of Fate); the Spring of Hvergelmir (where all waters
rise and rivers extend to the regions of the gods or the region of hel), and the well of Mimisbrunner
(well of all knowledge). The eternal tree is within the middle of the World and has nine realms.
Branches exist throughout these realms. Each realm is a branch that can stand alone; however if the
Tree falls, so do all realms. (If the Universe falls so does All fall.) Nine, of course, is a constant
number of sacredness, wholeness, and the universal number of Wisdom/Knowledge.
The Cosmology of the Norse Wisdom of the Nine Realms:
I present these realms in a way we can use them in modern-day awareness. Please know, this
wisdom is from the ancient Celts of the Norse people and has many different messages of the
unfolding life. The World Tree was seen to be the only thing of existence as well as the
void...nothing else. The wisdom of the Celts has unfolded through many generations of people,
ideas, and religions. As noted, Christianity took hold with the idea that Odin represented the story
of Jesus. Yet, Odin is a Pagan God of the Celts who existed long before Jesus was born. More of
Odin later. Let’s look at how the nine realms may aid us in crossing the bridge and opening different
states of awareness.
Asgard: The “Rainbow Bridge” is noted as a high place of consciousness. After wars occurred,
peace prevailed, and it became Odin’s place which he named, Vahalla. Vahalla means, “A place of
immortality.” Also known as the location where slain warriors were to go. We are all warriors,
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striving for the harmony of life, seeking peace, and wanting to exist in the place of ultimate peace
after the battles of our life-experiences are put to rest. Are you a warrior of life striving for harmony,
seeking peace, and desiring peace for all right now?
Alfheim: A lesser heaven, if you will. It is the “home of bright light.” Elves are known to reside
in this realm of consciousness. It is within this sphere creative inspiration of all sorts is distilled.
Are you feeling inspired in the realms of your creative abilities?
Hel: Although spelled with one ‘L’, it sounds like the “hell” we have heard of through our religions.
It is a gloomy place where the Odin character sent those who caused trouble to reside. It is a dark
realm in the lower roots of the Great Cosmic Tree. One crosses the dangerous rivers and there is
a dark goddess call, “Hel”, an overseer of the dead; perhaps the dead of the lost souls who wonder
about as though they are still living in the realm of matter. Are you still “wondering” about as
though you are half-dead to the life purpose you truly are to experience?
Jutunheim: This is a realm of untamed energy, lacks order, is chaotic and magickal. It is also the
realm of tricksters. It is noted that the notorious trickster, Loki, came from this realm but is known
to reside, now, in Asgard. It is also known, through other teachings, that a trickster causes us to turn
and twist until we truly find the essence of our true self. We may have to circle backwards before
we move forward. We may visit chaos before we know how to use the true essence within us
(Magick of our Soul-Spirit) and feel as though the energy of our world or “the other world” is too
chaotic to tame. Yet, when we do, we align with our higher purpose. Are you in chaos? Circling
backwards? Twisting and turning? Turn around and face the trickster.
Midgard: This is the realm of human beings. In the story of Odin (and others), we learn of the
Giants who live on the Earth. A realm of protection is created to thwart off the giants who were
hostile. It is also noted that the protection also comes from the Rainbow Bridge and the gods of
Asgard. Instead of an Adam and Eve story that births all humans, the Man was created from an Ash
Tree and the Woman from the Elm Tree. Seen to be helpless, the Gods did build the fortress to
provide the protection from the hostility of the Giants. A giant is seen as something unsurmountable
and fearful to us. So what in the present moment is unsurmountable and fearful? How might you
recognize the power of protection within and around you? Ash holds a secret when we look back
at the time of year of Ash and Neptunia...Ash, the Great ocean of consciousness...the great wisdom.
Neptunia, Mem, the power of the Universal Law of Reversal and Reflection...to reverse our lower
mind thinking and reflect on the higher wisdom that truly is within us. And within the Mem region
is also the “Rainbow” of the realm known as the Abyss, “All Knowledge.” How can you dip into
the realm of all knowledge to help you move out of the unsurmountable and fearful experiences of
life?
Muspelheim: Oh my, this is not quite a place in which all is in agreement to its meaning. Most
assuredly, it is noted as a place of Fire. Some say it is a place of determining the passage of a
soul...will it be to Hel or will it be to Valhalla? Sound familiar? Some say Muspelheim is a group
of people agreeing on the realm of evil, “all things bad, or the end of the world.” Don’t let the
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essence of Hel determine your direction. Look for the good, especially when you find the burning
flames of challenges. Use the flames to temper the steel of your intentions and create a new flow
of your intended good.
I like the message of the Fire of Creation...the Flame of Creation is a great message to me. The
moment when inspiration rises from what seems to be Nothing or No Thing, it will become
something through the agency of urgency and passion. Are you in a Nothing state of being where
No Thing seems to be your Mantra? Enter the Fire of Creation and let it stir you into the great
change through a deep and thorough connection with the essence of your Soul-Spirit.
Nidavellir/Svarthalfheim: This realm is deep in the earth and considered the home of the elves.
It too is a place of fires, smoke, and dark. Yet it a place of magick and craftsmanship. It is said that
it is here that Thor’s hammer and Odin’s sphere were created. The elves concoct the mead that
inspires poets in this realm, so it is said. In Celtic lore, the elves tend the soul of each being and are
serious with their tasks that no harm is done. What inspiration is flowing from your soul? Are you
called to craft the message? Are you forging your soul intentions like the ancient one’s forged the
steel of their weapons to assure survival?
Niflheim: This realm and Muspelheim are the oldest of the nine realms. It is primordial ice, mist
and snow. It is considered the place of life’s beginning. Nothing lives there..it is the mists of life
yet to be. We might call it the most ancient of what was and what is to be. There in is the
mysterious—the mystery of All. A realm incomprehensible. I find it a lynch-pin to all realms. It
is Nothing–yet Everything...in Qabalah we might call it the Ayin...a realm we seek but cannot live
within for we seem to be annihilated...no longer what we are; and yet we are Everything. Are you
sensing your own annihilation? Are you no longer who you were? Perhaps, you are in this realm
with your soul turning, moving, and lynching into this most sacred and mysterious realm to be
completely renewed.
Vanaheim: This final realm I consider to be a gift after Niflheim. It is a realm of fertility and further
magick. Magick is simply a word which means we are so connected with the essence of the Divine
that we bring this energy into action in the realm of matter, and manifest as though beyond our
human comprehension—magickal. Always, in the theme of the Norse/Celts there is a war message.
The Yang and Yin. Fight to let go in order to receive a new level of our beingness. From the
primordial ice we must fight to get out of the state of experiencing annihilation and enter the realm
of creation with the fertilizing feelings of what can be developed and manifested. Peace does prevail
like a war that offers a peace treaty. In the ancient stories a war in this realm ended with an offering
of balance in which hostages were exchanged. The Yang/Yin of Freyr and Frejya (boy and girl)
were sent off to live in Asgard, the place of peace. They crossed the Rainbow Bridge and reached
the higher state of consciousness. Are you ready to end the internal fight that appears to be
annihilating you? Are your ready to form a treaty and exchange the hostage of your fears for the
higher state of consciousness that is within you?
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Think of these nine realms in a circle...it has no beginning and no end. It is a continual flow of life.
So it is. Freya is Frjya in the Vanaheim story.
Odin is the Master of the Tree, for he hung from it and recalled the All Wisdom. We can
realize they are the qualities of consciousness we can use to cross the bridge and enter the true
essence of the consciousness that Willow has to offer through this lunar month. But let’s look more
deeply into these two essences of consciousness.

Odin and Freya

As we leave the fire of Alder (Masculine energy) and enter the realm of Willow (Feminine
energy) we will be accompanied by Odin and Freya.
Interestingly, Odin, a Norse God, does carry the wisdom of a Master, quite similar to the
story of Jesus. Yet, the story of Odin and the Yggdasill is considered much older than the time of
Jesus. The story of Odin includes a statement that he made, “I sacrifice myself unto myself.” He
was honoring the unity of his human essence existing with or within the Godhead. It is told that he
remained in this upside down position for nine days and upon completion had gathered All Wisdom.
As though, from this Great World Tree he had absorbed all knowledge it held. And the World Tree,
is considered the Great Consciousness of The Holy ONE.
Odin sacrificed his lower mind to enter the realm of Divine Mind. By doing so, he took
command of life from the realm of matter to the realm of nonmatter and all realms in-between. He
revealed mastery of life. Of course, he became a great teacher/god. He is considered a God of the
Poets and most certainly a Magician. Why? Because he unified with Oneness and could direct
energy from the realm of nonmatter into the realm of matter. He could hear the words of the Divine,
see through the Eye of the Divine, Speak with the voice of the Divine, and command the field of
energy to BE a specific field of energy to perform feats of intentions that created the exact existence
he desired. He is often depicted as a man with one eye, having given one eye up to be able to see
the Whole.
Freya, is a Norse Goddess and considered the wife of Odin. She, too, a magician. Wielder
of the magick of fertility, we see why as the story of her and her brother who came through the battle
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of Vanaheim and were traded as part of the peace treaty. She is known as a shape shifter–one who
changes from one essence to another or can change an essence from one quality to another. As a seer,
she was a predictor of what was to be or could occur. She is known to love beauty and opulence.
She, too, can be seen akin to the Venus energy as a goddess of love, sensuality, ecstacy and
inspiration. (Can we ever leave Venus out of our life’s journey?) As you review Willow in the book,
THE FACES OF WOMANSPIRIT, A Celtic Oracle of Avalon, you will see how Nimue was a
consort of Merlin and was a great magician herself.
As a shape shifter, Freya was known to turn herself into a Falcon, a bird of strength, great
vision, quick of mind, and precision. Known to be a King of the birds, we see another connection
with the King, known as Christ.
Why do I keep naming Christ, or Jesus? Ah, because as I pondered the meaning of this
bridge tree and god and goddess that WomanSpirit brought to my attention, I also saw that we were
passing through the time of Easter, the time given to honor “Christ the King,” who had hung on a
tree, and who, unbeknownst to many, had been taught the shamanic way by a special woman, Mary
Magdalene whose tribe were shamans. Also, when the soldier put his sword in the side of Jesus, it
carries the representation of Jesus releasing his lower mind into the realm of the Higher Mind. Jesus,
being nailed to the cross, is also associated to Willow, as you will see in the Hebrew Letter
association of Vav.
Though Easter day will have passed by New Moon, the days of Odin’s hanging from the Tree
and Jesus’ remaining amongst his disciples carry on through the realm of Willow’s time. What
might we learn from the Yggdasill and these masters of consciousness that lead us into the realm of
Willow which brings us into the awareness of the Law of Life Mastery and the realm of Magick? So
much to learn in the mastery of our soul and the wisdom of our spirit. Also, in Willow’s realm of
energy are two other “magicians,” and shape shifters, Nimue and Merlin. It is a time to Master
Self, and thus, Master Consciousness!

“Every individual is a unique manifestation of the
Whole, as every branch is a particular outreaching of the
tree.” – Alan Watts
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By Oluf Bagge - From Northern Antiquities., Public Domain, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=576714

From Template To Conscious Living
We are the Consort of the Living Tree

Mastering Self - Mastering Consciousness!
Willow Is the Foundation of Our Spiritual Center Point for this Lunar Month.
From Fire to Earth...the power of tempering
brings the blessing of manifesting. Yet, we learn that
we must become masters of our conscious mind and
the realm of our emotions in order to live the mastery
of our earthly existence. Willow offers this in many
ways.
The tree itself reminds us to be flexible as the
Willow bends easily. It also seeks deep within to find
the water of creation, yet it branches reach up and
bends over as the fiery sun encourages its life and
further manifestation of its very essence. To reach
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deep within us, Willow offers us the very feeling and voice of our soul that rumbles with urges to
create a reality that is the desire of Spirit-Soul to be manifest in the realm of Earth.
The time of the year of Willow is a time to til the soil and enrich the seeds with the soul
fertilizer that will enhance the growth of each quality to be manifest. Changes are necessary, as
always. Yet, within the nature of Willow is so much that presents the energy of the fertile field of
the Universe (or perhaps we can say the Universal Tree).
What are the Qualities the Foundation of Willow offers?
1)

Willow is a branch/pathway on the Tree of Life. It is a pathway that also extends out
of and into the Holy Triad. Its branch/pathway is Vav h. It is seen as a red-orange
path extending from Chokmah/Wisdom (Silver sphere) to Chesed - Mercy (Blue
sphere; on the Pillar of Force or Yang). It’s English translation is Nail, reminding us
we are Nailed to the Tree! It carries within it the Universal Law of Life Mastery.
Noted within this lunar cycle is the need to master self and master consciousness.

“Your own self is your master; who else could be? With yourself well
controlled, you gain a master very hard to find.” - Buddha
2)

This “nail” concept of Vav is very important in many ways. Reaching into and out
of the realm of Chokmah/Wisdom, each soul remains connected to the Divine Mind
flowing with constant and renewing wisdom given with unconditional love. Creative
energy is put to work with the wisdom ever-flowing. The ever-flowing wheel of
creativity provides persistent inspiration to be cultivated by the seeker.
The relationship of the “nail” to Chesed/Mercy reminds us that the ever-flowing
power of the Divine Mind, Divine Creative powers are always bridged into the realm
of Mercy where every soul is provided all it needs. There is a “catch phrase” within
Mercy: “The need to earn.” How do we earn the fullness of the Universal Essences?
We truly must grasp it with our conscious mind learning who we truly are: The
Divine. It is a call to remember to turn our cognitive mind inward, blend with our
Soul-Spirit and allow the higher states of consciousness take charge of our
individuated life. When we do this, Vav reminds us we are “binding” all together
and never separated from Oneness.

4)

Willow/Vav in Tarot is the card of the Hierophant. This being surely represents the
spiritual teacher of life. Always noted is how he points two fingers towards the
sky/heaven. This is a reminder to be connected to the realm of Spirit. The
Hierophant, in a greater reality reminds us that union of the Masculine/Feminine
exists, is not separate, and connected provides the greatest power for attaining the
greatest Union–Oneness!
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5)

In Astrology, Willow relates to Taurus and the 2nd house. In Natal Astrology it is the
house of learning value. Value of Self, how to earn ones way in life (a Vav blessing
for the realm of Mercy, for sure), and how to remain determined to achieve and
complete all that we set out to do. In Esoteric/Soul Astrology, it is the house where
we learn how to gain harmony through conflict. We learn to find the inner light and
let it reveal the path for the soul to travel.

6)

The FACES OF WOMANSPIRIT reveals an incredible amount of information. It
has the Hawk (kin of the Falcon) that reveals the ability to Master life when we use
a keen focus. That keen focus is developed by experience from the evolution of
growth (maiden/mother/crone); patience that allows everything to manifest, the cows
and the eggs in the root of the tree; healing revealed by the crane; soul
communication, via the labyrinth; keeping a focus and determination of our higher
mind, the yellow around the eyes; knowing we have everything we need, the cows
and the ever-growing life of nature.

Let’s meet the Consorts of Willow
Venus and Earth Mother - Consorts of Venus

Yes, Venus shines brightly for us. She rides with
the Sun, and Moon at New Moon, and Squares
Pluto, presenting creative tension (and also
relationship tension–be alert). More of that
information in the Cosmic Influence notes.
Venus is a most precious consort of
Willow, in so many ways. Most particularly, the
Soul activator. When the soul is activated within
us (via our intent), we can hear its voice, or feel its voice, and experience a more
direct relationship with our soul. We discover this via the Tree of Life, of course.
As noted with all of the consorts, they vibrate in two places within the Tree.
Venus is first recognized in the Sacred Triad, holding its position between Chokmah
and Binah (The Silver and Blue-Black Spheres). It is the Path of the Soul and better
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known as, “The Doorway of the Soul.” The second position of Venus is seen as the
initiation of the Soul Triad as the fourth world of Netzach/Victory. It brings the Heart
to the Mind, a union of Intuition and Logic that allows true Magick to occur.

What are other Qualities Venus offers?
1)

The Hebrew Letter of is Daleth, s. It translates as “Door.” It is the
passageway between Chokmah/Wisdom and Binah/Understanding. The
seeds of the soul are ejected from the chaos and enter the womb to
develop into the soul-state of individuation.
Door also represents a gift of self development when learning the power
to actualize self-worth. We may need to remain inside, behind the door,
until we learn the sense of self before we take action or leave our inner
home (sanctuary of our soul), to birth each stage of our self realization
and ultimately our self actualization. Self realization is the aspect of
knowing who we are beyond the lower ego and presenting our confident
and creative self to the world. Self actualization is the quality of living
from the very essence of our Soul and allowing its full potential to be
expressed.

2)

The Law of Creative Imagination/Law of Attraction are activated on this
initiating path of Daleth/Venus. I recall first learning of this in my early
studies of Qabalah. It struck me deeply within my heart-mind. I had
been a “child filled with imagination” and often criticized for day
dreaming. Yet my “day dreaming” brought me closer to the “God” I
sought to know. Learning of the Law allowed me to know the “God”
created Everything through the gift of imagining all into Being! By the
mere gift of imagination, all energies come together (attracting force)
and unify what is to be in the realm of matter. Imagination is very
important!

3)

The Sphere, Netzach/Victory becomes very special in this activating,
attracting force to become something. Its first position, as noted, is the
initiating energy of the Triad of the Soul as it prepares to enter the realm
of Matter (Malkuth). However, Victory also initiates the Vehicular
Triad that culminates in Malkuth/Earth. The first message of Victory is
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the Victorious Work of the Divine. Because there is a feminine (Venus)
union with the masculine (Pillar of Force); we find, once again, the
Yin/Yang marriage (Ah, the reason for Freya and Odin as we enter this
lunar month.) Victory holds a special place of consciousness that stirs
celebration, yet encourages the ambition of the soul to send waves of
energy to the personality (Earthly being of consciousness).
4)

Venus is a powerful partner; thus, we find the partnership/relationship
energy within this month (another reason for Freya and Odin). We also
find relationship orientation within the energy of Willow because it is
the time of Union noted through the ceremony of Beltane. Beltane takes
place between the spring equinox and the summer solstice. If the spring
had been successful with sufficient rain and the creation of rich and
fertile soils, the ancient Celts could be hopeful for the new life that
would soon emerge with the seasonal transition. It is one of the four
main festivals on the Pagan Wheel of the Year. This is a time of
fertility, the Light of the Sun to come forward and regenerate the Earth
and its people. Fire Ceremonies were honored to the Great Goddess and
Her Orations were spoken through the High Priestess to reveal the
wisdom of what is to be. Fires were used for purification. Fey, elves,
and gnomes were seen and honored. Life springs forth and May Day
poles were danced around in the symbol of Female/Male union. Of
course, the Green Man is so noted as the Power of Nature who mates
with the Maiden of Spring. Pure sexuality and passion reach their peek
with the hopes that conception occurs. This is another hand-fasting
time, similar to the Holly time. (Of interest is the conception of a sacred
child. It is considered that if Beltane occurs on a Friday at Midnight,
with a full moon, a couple sexually unify and conception occurs, the
child will be blessed with sacred attributes; not to happen this year.)

5)

The Tarot Card associated to Daleth is the Empress. She is pregnant
with child, or all that is to be birthed upon the earth. She is a
representation of all that will pass from the realm of spirit into the realm
of matter, abundantly. She is a power within us as the subconscious
nature. It is either rich with knowledge and worth, or rich with fear and
lack of worth. We will use the wisdom of the Chokmah and birth it, or
we will use the chaos and birth extreme confusion when we bring the
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energy through the doorway into the womb of Binah. It is important that
we be alert and have the ambition to discover the wisdom within our
soul that was provided by pure spirit.
6)

The Faces of WomanSpirit card reveals the creative power, the reflective
power, and the doorway of internal knowledge. The beads representing
the hair shows the mind is multi-dimensional and filled with creative
ideas. The reflective power is both the water and the mirror. The water
also represents the intuitive wisdom we carry and will use throughout
our lifetime. The arch is the doorway in and out of the internal wisdom
where we glean the knowledge and use it. It is also the doorway into the
inner consciousness where we meet the essence of our soul, can hear its
voice, feel its nature and intuit its wisdom. Our opportunity to unify our
relationship is here.

7)

Of course, in Astrology Venus is the planet Venus. She rules both
Taurus and Libra. When we become worthy of self, we are able to be in
an intimate relationship. Until then, we likely falter, battle, and
experience many different levels of love-hate, honor-dishonor, harmonylack of harmony. We share, don’t share our deepest self.

In the wisdom of the Divine, as I learned from
ITs Feminine Face, I was told that the ruler of
Willow/Taurus was Earth, as well as Venus.
Thus, I give honor to Earth as a Consort to
Willow. We find her only in one place on the
Tree of Life; and a most sacred place. She is
the Fourth World of Malkuth, the 10th and
multi-colored sphere. She is the Manifested
Below of the Above. She is the Divine as
Matter. She is the Birther of All. She is the Great Mother always
providing for Her Earthly Creations: all the creations known as humans, animals,
birds, swimmers, as well as the, plants, minerals, air/wind, water, visible essences and
non-visible qualities. Everything we see and don’t see, for sure.
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Earth is solid and yet not solid. She is a planet moving in the cosmos, flowing
in the Great Tree of Life–The World Tree. She, too, burst through a Black Hole
billions of years ago from the great universal creation of the Milky Way. A Creation
occurring from the Creator in Its passion and excitement, in its separation, chaos, and
reunion of Yin/Yang in a different form...Matter.
What Qualities Does Earth Offer?
1)

We do note that Earth is the Manifest World of Malkuth/Kingdom.
This is the Realm of the Divine Human.

2)

The Body is the Temple of the Holy Spirit, thus, it is Holy.

3)

Physical Vehicle - Temple that receives and transmits energy
a.
Emotional - to create
b.
Mental - to formulate
c.
Astral - to set vibration of creation
d.
Celestial - to remain connected to the Divine

4)

The cognitive quality of the human allows for discernment, diagnosis,
and assessment for transforming reality of earthly existence.

5)

This is a highly creative realm offering the ability of “change” that
provides the quality to mold or remold our ideas and manifestations to
assure growth and advancement.

6)

The Universal Law associated with Earth is the Law of Completion.
Law of Completion. The intent of Source carries the power of moving through cycles of
existence. From spiritual to physical and from physical to spiritual and around again. Every
act of creation is an act of spiritual intent manifesting spirit in matter. From matter, the
consciousness of Earth moves back to the ethereal realm of spirit. All completes itself.
Completion is a necessary quality of life for regeneration of energy. Whenever
completion does not take place, exhaustion exits. You begin to “cheat your fate.” You
experience an inability to think and feel--your “brain is tired.” You discover there is no
creative emotional “charge” to boost your intentions. Physically, your body is tired,
misfiring, cells degenerating and having difficulty regenerating. Dis-eases occur.
It is very important that you complete all projects, ideas, and intentions. When you
do, you honor the Law of Completion and more energy surges through you, thus causing the
cycle of creation to continue, and the Joy of Being to be explored. You will discover that
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you are able to complete with ease and rewards are frequent. Self-satisfaction, confidence
and abundance are the result of honoring the Law of Completion.

7)

The WomanSpirit card of Earth reveals completion through everything
in the picture. Everything is in constant growth cycles.
Earth is my birthing room,” WomanSpirit divulges. “It is here that the souls of humanity
share the greatest opportunities for expressing as the reflection of the Divine.” She
continues, “Here in the Land of Form great feats can be explored. The power of integration
allows the human to be the magician and the performance of miracles can come through the
hands of women, men and youth. As humanity takes the position as care-taker of the Earth
and becomes one with the elements, their magic will unfold. The brilliance and beauty you
now see as your eyes take in the view of the Earth is the birthing room for every person and
every manifested desire.”...excerpt from THE FACES OF WOMANSPIRIT, A Celtic

Oracle of Avalon
8.

In the astrological circles of Esoteric Astrology, Earth is given honor as a planet
ruling Sagittarius. Whenever in the light of Taurus/Willow it is known to create the
energy of ending illusions and encouraging the Will to Be a Soul Centered person.
This is a very important note with the challenge of Willow whose energy can create
the greatest field of illusion. The illusion can be experienced at such a level of truth,
that we must take the fall before we realize the rose colored glasses prevented us
from seeing reality from the very onset of the path of illusion. Whereas, in the
illusionary path of Ash, illusion was actually felt from the onset...we simply try to
bury it because the passion to achieve the dream overcomes the awareness that the
dream is false. In Willow’s time frame, the passion is so incredibly strong that the
truth does not prevail because of our cognitive separation from our soul voice. So
important to keep listening within and responding to our soul rather than simply our
human desires that feel so needy. Meditation Time, Daily!

Remember, Willow, without her consorts, would be left in the Great depth of earth
seeking, but not finding, the fertilizing field for growth. Lost in the dark, the field is
experienced as a constant lack, loss, or dying rather than creation and rebirthing.

May you nurture the soil of your soul and hear its guidance. May this guidance
strengthen your will to live in union with your Soul-Spirit essence.
Warm blessings and love,
Katherine
Rev. Katherine Bell, PhD, DD
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~Lunar Phases of Willow ~
New Moon - April 11
Crescent Moon - April 15
First Quarter Moon - Apr 19
Gibbous Moon - April 22
Full Moon -Apr 26 (Sun Taurus/Moon Scorpio)
Disseminating Moon - Apr 30
Last Quarter - May 3
Balsamic Moon - May 7
New Moon of Hawthorn
May 11, 2021 - 12:58 pm MST
Please know these are not exact dates, but very close.
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